
Evidence 4.1.2- PRDE Evaluations: Levels of execution (teacher effectiveness)
Educational
region

Category Subject Execution
level

Total score Strengths Challenges
areas

1 Humacao English
teacher K-12

English Exemplary 100% Extensive
mastery of
their subject

No
observations

2 Ponce Secondary
education

English Exemplary 100% Leadership,
organized,
responsible,
committed,
dynamic, and
creative. Her
skills at the
service of the
school
community

No
observations

3 Caguas Secondary
education
(6-12)

Science Exemplary 100% Mastery of the
subject,
clarifies
doubts,
encourages
participation,
discusses
group
assignments
through
questions and
answers.

Excellent
teacher,
challenges her
students, and
extremely
committed.

4 Humacao Business Occupational Exemplary 100% The teacher No



education
(accounting)

and technical
courses

has a broad
mastery of her
subject.

observations

5 Caguas Secondary
education

Science Exemplary 97.83% Mastery of the
subject,
clarifies
doubts,
encourages
participation,
discusses
group
assignments
through
questions and
answers.

To use the
essential
competencies
of the subject
and present
the standard
and objective
of the class.

6 San Juan Special
education
teacher K-12

Exemplary 100% Expertise,
innovative,
organized, and
committed to
the
performance of
her duties,
consistently
exceeds
expected
performance
and is a leader.

N/A

7 Bayamon Secondary
education

Spanish Exemplary 100% Excellent
teacher

To continue
professional
development.



8 Bayamón Secondary
education
(6-12)

Spanish Exemplary 100% Presents the
topic,
standard, and
expectations
on the board.
Starts class
with reflection,
maintains good
group control,
and adheres to
public policy
on planning.

N/A

9 Arecibo Fine Arts-
theater

Fine Arts Exemplary 100% Excellent
teacher,
encourages
student
participation in
the teaching
process.

N/A

10 San Juan Secondary
education
(6-12)

Spanish Exemplary 97.83% Full mastery of
the teaching
subject.
Interesting and
motivating
class.
Complete
group control
and
organization.

To observe the
explanation of
a task within
the
development
activity where
a rubric can be
applied.

11 Humacao Business Occupational Exemplary 100% Excellent There are



education
(accounting)

and technical
courses

teacher with a
strong
command of
the subject and
outstanding
group control.

always tasks to
improve.

12 San Juan Secondary
education
(6-12)

Math Exemplary 100% Organized,
structured, and
up-to-date with
21st-century
teaching
techniques.

N/A

13 Bayamón Secondary
education

Spanish Exemplary 100% Excellent
professional

To continue
professional
development.

14 San Juan Special
education K-12

Exemplary 100% Masters the
teaching
process to the
fullest extent

To implement
an innovative
project

15 Arecibo Fine Artes
(Theater) K-12

Fine Arts Exemplary 100% Supports and
prepares her
students for
successful
employment by
providing
assistance,
practice and
motivation.

N/A



16 Humacao English K-12 English Exemplary 100% Extensive
mastery of the
subject

N/A

17 Humacao Secondary
education 6-12

Math Exemplary 100% High mastery
of skills in the
subject she
teaches.
Totally
committed to
education and
very
responsible.

No
observations

18 Humacao Secondary
education-
Math

Math Exemplary 96.23% Mastery of the
content

Advanced
teacher,
continuing with
her
professional
development.

19 Humacao Secondary
education

Math Exemplary 96.89% Utilizes
technology in
compliance
with
Project-Based
Learning
(PBL), fulfills
student
observation
requirements
in planning,



20 San Juan Special
education-
K-12

N/A Exemplary 98.28% Achievement
in reducing
learning gaps,
consistent
support in all
subjects, and
collaboration
with other
teachers.

To implement a
system that
allows and
facilitates
service with a
broader reach.

21 Arecibo Fine Arts K-12 Corporal
movement and
dance

Exemplary 100% Innovative,
creative, and
dynamic,
motivating
students to
perform better.

The
construction of
short tests.

22 San Juan Fine Arts K-12 Corporal
movement and
dance

Exemplary 100% Extensive
knowledge in
formal dance
education,
professionalis
m, and
motivation."

N/A

collaborates
with other
teachers, and
participates in
Mathematics
Week.



23 San Juan Fine Arts K-12 Corporal
movement and
dance

Exemplary 100% A very
comprehensive
class.

N/A

24 Caguas Early
education K-3

Spanish Exemplary 100% Accommodatio
ns,
differentiated
instructions,
planning,
teaching-learni
ng process."

N/A

25 Caguas English K-12 English Exemplary 100% Excellent
resources,
highly
committed,
responsible,
and organized.
Seeks
alternatives to
ensure student
learning.

N/A

26 Ponce Theater Theater Exemplary 98%

27 San Juan Science Science
(Charter)

Exemplary 100% Uses various
assessment
strategies with
students,
encourages
student
participation,

N/A



and
incorporates
various
activities.

28 San Juan Secondary
education-
Social studies
and History

Social studies Exemplary 100% Responsible,
cooperative,
dynamic,
dedicated,
kind,
exemplary
work.

N/A

29 San Juan Fine Arts Visual arts Exemplary 100% Mastery of the
subject.

Implementatio
n of a special
project

30 San Juan Librarian Exemplary 97.62% Excellent
professional
and human
being, seeks
the profound
well-being of
students and
the school
community.

To update the
student
organization's
plan.

31 San Juan Secondary
education
(6-12)

Social studies Exemplary 100% Group control,
organization,
leadership

Required
projects for
the Social
Studies
program at



the regional
level.

32 San Juan K-3 Montessori Exemplary 91% Knowledgeable
and proficient in
the Montessori
philosophy,
supports the
work of the
school
community.

N/A

33 San Juan Special
Education
(K-12)

Exemplary 100% She has
knowledge of
the subject,
conducts varied
activities, uses
various
strategies to
teach content to
students, and
coordinates
external
resources.

To continue
professional
development.

34 San Juan Fine Arts
(Theater)

Fine Arts Exemplary 98.04% Teaching
planning
process is
aligned and
progressive.
Demonstrates
the use of two
or more

Use of the
library and
computer
centers.



strategies
outlined in the
School
Excellence
Design. In the
planning, there
is evidence of
using and
analyzing
academic
achievement
data. Shows the
use of didactic
resources
available on the
DEPR platform.
Presents in
written and
standard oral
form the skill,
objective, and
theme. Carries
out the stages
of the teaching
process:
Provides clear
and precise
instructions
when delivering
the lesson or
presenting the
day's activities.
Projects a



positive attitude
that encourages
student
participation
and develops
authentic
activities. Uses
a variety of
teaching
strategies and
techniques
outlined in the
daily plan.
Performs
activities, tasks,
assessment
techniques, and
evaluation
process.
Explains to
students the
assessment
instruments and
their purpose.
Discusses with
students the
findings and
results of their
assessments.

35 San Juan Elementary
Montessori
education

Spanish Exemplary 100% She is excellent
in her work.
She has



(Workshop 2)
(9-12 years)

demonstrated
her commitment
in her teaching
performance;
she is very
creative,
collaborative,
willing, and the
students adore
hee.

36 San Juan Early
education
(K-5)

Science Exemplary 95.65% Clearly
maintains the
planning and
utilizes
normative
documents
established by
the DEPR.

To continue
training with
the POWER
DE platform.

37 San Juan Fine Arts
(Theater)

Fine Arts Exemplary 98.04% Uses two or
more strategies
outlined in the
School
Excellence
Design. In
planning,
demonstrates
the use and
analysis of
academic
achievement
data; shows the

Use of the
library and
computer
centers.



use of didactic
resources
available on the
DEPR platform.
Carries out
stages of the
teaching
process:
Provides clear
and precise
instructions
when delivering
the lesson or
presenting daily
activities.
Projects a
positive
attitude.
Encourages
student
participation
and develops
authentic
activities that
connect lessons
to other areas
and subjects.
Utilizes a
variety of
teaching
strategies and
techniques
outlined in the



daily plan.
Provides
accommodation
s or
modifications to
address
individual
student needs.
Conducts a
recap activity at
the end of the
class and
explains
assessment
instruments and
their purpose to
students.
Discusses
assessment
findings and
results with
students."

38 San Juan Montessori
education
(Workshop 2)
(9-12 years)

Spanish Exemplary 100% Commitment in
her teaching
execution,
creative, and
willing.

Continue
anchoring
efforts in the
well-being of
students and
the school
community.



39 Private
school

Elementary
school

Exemplary 92.32

40 Bayamón Special
Education (k-12)

Exemplary 100% Excellent
teacher,
challenges her
students, and
extremely
committed.

No observations

41 Ponce Fine Arts
(Theater)

Theater Exemplary 103.89% Positive attitude


